Available in 4", 6", 8" and 10" configurations, Evolution Poke-Thru Devices offer a range of capacity options to solve your open space challenges in the most demanding environments. Recessed connections and a cover that opens a full 180 degrees - with ingenious sliding doors - keep wires, connections and people safe. The Evolution Poke-Thru Device is a whole new idea in poke-thru design, with ease-of-use and versatility built-in.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

• **Range of Capacity:** Available in 4”, 6”, 8” and 10” configurations, a wide range of options offer 2- to 8-gangs of power, communications and A/V connections

• **Recessed Devices:** All power, communications and A/V devices are recessed below floor level, providing maximum protection and device longevity

• **Unique Cover Design:** The cover opens a full 180 degrees – with ingenious sliding doors – to keep wires, connections and people safe

• **9 Finishes:** Evolution Series Poke-Thru Devices are available in six powder coat finishes and three durable finishes to seamlessly match your environment

• **Open System for Expanded Compatibility:** Accepts industry standard power, communications and A/V devices from most manufacturers including Legrand AVIP, Extron® and more

• **Plug Load Control up to 30 Feet:** Tested with Pass & Seymour® Wireless RF receptacles to control plug loads up to a distance of 30 feet when the cover is closed

• **2 Hour Fire Rating:** Evolution Series Poke-Thru Devices use an intumescent material that maintains the fire rating of any floor for up to 2 hours